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Press Release
May 4, 2004
Highlights
Gayot Project
9.03% Ni; 0.6% Cu ; 9 g/t Pd-Pt / 2.55 m
1.1% Ni; 1.32 g/t Pd-Pt / 19.9 m
2.2% Ni; 1.4% Cu; 2.3 g/t Pd-Pt / 11.4 m
La Grande Sud Project
Zone 32
Resource of 350,000 oz of gold
Zone 30 - Pari
2.1 g/t Au / 48 m incl. 14 g/t / 3 m
69 g/t Au / 2 m 21 g/t Au / 2 m
New Zone
8.2 g/t Au / 10.5 m
Poste Lemoyne Project
Resource: 203,483 t @ 14.5 g/t Au 14.13
g/t Au / 13 m
43.09 g/t Au / 11 m
34.79 g/t Au / 9 m
Payne Bay Project
0.48% Ni; 0.16% Cu / 321 m
Virginia Gold Mines
TSX-VIA
The most active exploration company in
Quebec
Prospector of the Year 1996
Resource Award 2001
Working Capital
Over $18,000,000
-- no debt
Major Partners
BHP Billiton
SOQUEM
Cambior
Noranda
Novicourt

DRILLING YIELDS FURTHER SIGNIFICANT GOLD
INTERSECTIONS AT CORVET

Virginia Gold Mines Inc. (“Virginia”) is pleased to announce the final results
of its drilling program carried out in the winter of 2004 on its Corvet property
(100 % Virginia), located south of the LG-4 reservoir, in the Middle North,
Province of Quebec. The programme consisted of 21 holes (totalling 2,499 m)
drilled mainly to test the Marco and Contact zones, two gold-bearing structures
outlined at surface during the fall program of 2003.
THE MARCO ZONE
Further to the interesting results obtained in holes CE-04-01 to 06 (press release
of April 15, 2004) the Marco zone was tested by 3 additional holes (CE-04-18,
19 and 21). The 3 holes have intersected the gold-bearing structure. The best
result in the Marco zone comes from hole CE-04-18, which has intersected 5.12
g/t Au over 13.4 m (true thickness of 8.0 m), including 7.04 g/t Au over 8.0 m
(true thickness of 4.8 m), to a vertical depth of 130 m (see attached longitudinal
and cross-sections). The two other holes (CE-04-19 and 21) have returned
anomalous to subeconomic gold values over plurimetric to decametric
thicknesses. Drill holes have now proved the continuity of the Marco zone over
a lateral distance of 200 m and to a vertical depth of 130 m. The zone remains
open in all directions.
EXTENSIONS OF THE MARCO ZONE
Because it contains disseminated and veinlet-type magnetite, the rock hosting
the Marco zone (felsic dyke) is associated with a magnetic anomaly followed
over more than 3 km laterally on the property. This magnetic anomaly was
laterally tested only by hole CE-04-16 (L20+00E), located more than 700 m
west of the Marco zone (see attached surface plan). This hole has intersected
(within the felsic dyke) a zone of mineralization and alteration similar to the
Marco zone, which has graded 1.32 g/t Au over 7.75 m (including 5.87 g/t Au
over 1.05 m). This intersection, located to a vertical depth of less than 50 m
compares with the results obtained at the same depth on the Marco zone.
THE CONTACT ZONE
A total of 9 holes (CE-04-08 to 15 and CE-04-20) have tested the Contact zone
over a lateral distance of 2.3 km between lines 2+20E and 25+70E, more than 2
km SW of the Marco zone (see attached surface plan). These holes all have
intersected the Contact zone, a metric to plurimetric, gold-bearing structure
developed within a sequence of basalts and biotite schists, injected with thin
QFP dykes. Mineralization consists of arsenopyrite and pyrite disseminations
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(<10 %) and is associated with intense alterations of biotite, microcline and
garnet.
The best gold intersection was obtained in hole CE-04-14 (L13+25E), which has
graded 10.29 g/t Au (cut) over 4.75 m. The Contact zone remains untested by
drilling, on both sides of this intersection, over more than 600 m towards west
and over more than 1.2 km towards east. Promising results were also obtained on
line 5+25E, more than 800 m west of hole CE-04-14. The best intersection on
this line is in hole CE-04-11, which has graded 5.49 g/t Au (cut) over 6.0 m,
including 9.25 g/t Au (cut) over 3.2 m. The two other holes drilled on the same
section have also returned interesting results: 1.23 g/t Au over 5.6 m (CE-04-10)
and 15.79 g/t Au over 1 m (CE-04-20). Holes CE-04-08 and 09 (L2+20E),
CE-04-12 and 13 (L7+00E) and CE-04-15 (L25+70E) have also intersected the
Contact zone but have returned subeconomic values over metric intervals. The
Contact zone is associated with a linear IP anomaly that extends towards east
and west on both sides its drill tested portion.
Virginia is very much encouraged by these drill results, which have outlined
many significant gold intersections within a perimeter of approximately 1 km x
2 km. In all cases, the mineralization remains open in all directions. Complete
drill results are reported to the attached table.
Exploration work, interrupted for the spring period, will resume in June and will
consist of stripping, prospecting and geological mapping, sampling, and drilling,
Work is carried out by the personnel of Services Techniques Geonordic, under
the supervision of Geological Engineer, Paul Archer. He is a qualified person (as
defined by National Instrument 43-101) and has more than 20 years of
experience in exploration.
In 2004 Virginia has set up an Analytical Quality Assurance Program to control
and assure the analytical quality of assays in its gold exploration. This program
includes the systematic addition of blank samples and certified standards to
every batch samples sent for analysis at commercial laboratories. Blank samples
are used to check for possible contamination in laboratories while certified
standards determine the analytical accuracy and precision.
Assay samples, coming from core halves varying in length from 0.5 to 1.5 meter
are sent for assaying to Laboratoire Expert Inc. in Rouyn-Noranda. Samples are
assayed by fire-assay followed by atomic absorption or gravimetry according to
industry standards. Repeats are carried out on mineralized intersections of
interest and on the majority of the samples containing 1 g/t Au or more. The
most significant intersections have also been re-assayed at SGS Laboratory of
Rouyn-Noranda and reported values represent the calculated average of both
laboratories.
Virginia Gold Mines Inc. is among the most active mining exploration
companies in Quebec with a working capital of over $18 million, debt free, and
with approximately 36 million shares issued and outstanding. Virginia’s shares
trade on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) under the symbol VIA. Virginia
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concentrates its activities on its numerous properties that are spread over the vast
unexplored regions of northern Quebec.

For further information:
André Gaumond, President
Amélie Laliberté, Investor Relations
Tel: (800) 476-1853 -(418) 694-9832
Fax: (418) 694-9120
E-mail: mines@virginia.qc.ca
Internet: www.virginia.qc.ca
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